This work is devoted to solution of some problems connected with kinetic equations of reproduction for charged particles and charged splinters of the fission inside of nuclear toroidal electromagnetic generator (nuclegen). There are discussed questions of solutions behaviour for charged equations. Special attention is paid to charge kinetics of the nuclegen under the influence of small random disturbances and stimulated by this influence to analysis of stochastic motion properties for the ionite gas.
Introduction
We consider a series of questions connected with composition and solution of kinetic equations for chain nuclear fission products into active zone of nuclear toroidal electric generator [1] [2] [3] . Of course, by spelling of kinetic equations for the reproduction of charged particles and charged splinters of fission this consideration would be accompanied by great share of the convention. The main aim, which here is placed, consists in the description of general regularity of reproduction process and not at all the counting of exact charges quantity up to last electron and proton. Open Access Library Journal
It is important to note, in our view, that on dynamics of growth of charged particles Q number the governing action the growth of number prompt and delayed neutrons N into active zone toroid will be exercising so far as the each new fission act by neutrons will be leading to the new fission of nucleuses and to the formation of another charged particles and charged splinters.
In Sections 2-4, the conclusion of charged kinetic equations for electric generator is kept. Besides the finding equations there are established exponential instability of charged equations solutions for the coefficient of ionites reproduction which over one.
Investigation of charged kinetic equations is going on in Sections 5-9 also when the initial kinetic system is criticized by the influence of small random disturbances. Analysis of stochastic motion properties succeeded come to known scheme with action functional and to finding of corresponding kinetic quasipotential. Initial problem hasn't analytical solutions in the class of free stable kinetic matrixes. Therefore there is proposed replacement method of the initial problem on the similar problem of kinetics with stable normal matrix.
Charge Kinetics of a Nuclear Electric Generator
Scaled demands at wide application of electric energy dictate the necessity to produce nuclear energy by means of fast-neutron electric generator. These nuclear devices are the most favourable due to their high values of the reproduction coefficient.
However, the use of fast-neutron electric generators challenges as there are several demands to maintain the nuclear kinetic process at a fitting level. Above all, it is necessary to keep high average energy of neutrons at the level of several hundred kilovolts [4] [5] . Here the energy spectrum of neutrons is defined by the properties of combustible fuel, raw materials and construction materials in relation to the inelastic scattering of the neutrons ( 238 U has a big cross-section of inelastic scattering). In addition, to achieve criticality the operation of fast-neutron nuclear devices needs a high concentration of a combustible fuel in relatively small volumes. The latter is caused by low values of the fission cross-section in the area of high energies.
Therefore, our further reasoning is based on the admission that the nuclear device (nuclear electric generator or nuclegen) has a breeder basis.
For simplicity and convenience all charged splinters and particles of both signs (ions, electrons, protons etc.) are called ionites, and their aggregate in quantity Q is ionite gas (ionite gas cord).
As in the case of neutrons, the balance of ionites is characterise by the ionite reproduction coefficient f. The reproduction coefficient f is defined as the ratio of the number of ionites in any generation to the number of ionites in the previous generation.
The average lifetime of one generation of ionites r is supposed to be proportional to the average lifetime of one generation of neutrons l : 
Linear Theory of Charge Kinetics
As mentioned above delayed neutrons play a crucial role and have a practical application in the controlled process of nuclear chain reaction. The fact that delayed neutrons alon with other β − descendants contribute into ionite gas formation is obvious.
Let γ is delayed ionite part (charged β − descendants), ( ) The simplest linear theory of charge kinetics needs more thorough consideration. The density of ionite gas q is admitted to be the blend of densities of charged particles and fission splinters of the two types mentioned above, i.e. m z= + . Here q m is instant ionite density, q z is delayed ionite density. Then instead of the correlation (2) ignoring the presence of delayed ionites the system of two kinetic equations is possible to be written. These equations describe how the dynamics of ionite gas density (concentration) changes in an nuclear electric generator:
( )
with initial conditions
The right parts of Equations (3) and (4) should be commented. In equation Following some simple transformations, the system of Equations (3), (4) is reduced to a homogenous differential equation of the second order with constant coefficients. The equation describes how to regulate kinetics peculiarities of a nuclear electric generator: 
In solutions (6) for q m and q z the second summand in the right part quicly approaches to zero. Disregarding it, growth dynamics of density (of the number) of ionites q m and q z is supposedly defined by the first summand in the solutions (6 
Some Preliminary Results
Thus, a rough kinetics analysis of nuclear chain fission in vacuum toroidal shaped electric generator has shown that the achievement of exponential density growth (number) of charged particles moving at high rate and charged splinters may be considered proven. The boost of ionite gas density results in hasty growth of induced of electrical current in the external winding of a nuclear electric generator. It happens according to the electrodynamics peculiarities mentioned above (see the author's article [3] , correlations (17)).
In agreement with the principals nuclear electrodynamics the solutions to modified Maxwell's equations (the work [3] , formulae (7), (8) 
, , , This paper describes an alternative scheme for vacuum conducting of a chain nuclear reaction in quickly increasing and directional electromagnetic field.
Under considered conditions there is nothing to heat except for cylindrical walls of a toroid. However, this problem is solved due to the presence of directional electromagnetic field that screens cascade currents of neutrons and ionite gas inside a nuclear generator.
Charge Kinetics under the Action of Small Random Disturbances
Here the problem of stochastic stability under the action of small random disturbances of initial kinetic process is going to be considered [6] The investigation of stochastic stability (instability) of the systems (3), (4) regarding small random disturbances needs revising some basic concepts.
Asymptotic Stability and Stochastic Instability
Unperturbed deterministic kinetic system (3), (4) is considered here: Then it is assumed that the system (8) is perturbed by small white noise
where ( ) (9) can by explained with an assumption that the noise intensity is low compared to deterministic factors affecting the system dynamics. 
( )
X t with probability 1 may deviate too far from the stability position. Thus, the system becomes unstable. To make the term "instability" meaningful some concepts are to be introduced using definitions and research schemes from [11] .
Denote the region 
Action Functional and Quasipotential
Denote by 
it means that if 
coming from 0 ϕ also with probability close to 1 with small ε leave region D 
The functional of action is given by Equality (10) 
This means:
2) the only extremal ( )
where
It can be shown that for any curve ( ) 
Kinetic Quasipotential
The initial kinetic system (8) From the correlation (16) there is an equation
and from the condition of orthogonality
in which * C is a matrix transposed in relation to C.
The equations system (17), (18) leads to a square matrix equation in 
The extremal equation also belongs to the same case when the A being a normal matrix:
( ) ( )
To ensure the condition of orthogonality it is necessary to place a enough strict restriction upon matrix A as its normality condition: − . An important thing is that value ∆ can be given the "status" of a small parameter. Indeed, the previous appraisements imply that Further, the scheme described above starts to operate for studying stochastic motion of system (20) 
Conclusion
The moment to sum up has come. The main and principal conclusion is contained in following: in this work, the inference of kinetic equations describing the reproduction process for charged particles and charged splinters inside of nuclear electromagnetic generator is conducted. Moreover, the description of solutions behaviour of charged equations in the form of ionite gas motion is realized. Exact analytical questions of the stable stochastic motion of ionite gas under the influence of small white noise on the charge kinetics equations are investigated in detail. We may be confirmed in intention that considered problems allow more effectively to solve the tasks for planning and making of realistic practicable nuclegens in the future.
